Anti-Semitism

Anti-Semitism is a nebulous term open to misinterpretation and deliberately weaponised to
stop dissent and criticism. Semitic was a term for an ethnic, cultural or racial group who
speak or spoke the Semitic languages. First used in the 1770s by members of the Göttingen
School of History, the terminology was derived from Shem, one of the three sons of Noah in
the Book of Genesis. Semitic-speaking peoples of the Middle East like Arabs, Jews,
Mandaeans, Samaritans, and Assyrians/Syriacs are genetically related but certain Jews
(Ashkenai) are more closely related to groups in the north of the Fertile Crescent (Kurds,
Turks, and Armenians) than to their Arab neighbours and even have a significant matriarchal
European input. Palestinians and Arabs are therefore also Semitic peoples, but we rarely
hear the term anti-Semitic being used in the context of Palestinians as it has come to refer
exclusively to the Jews.
It is taken to mean anyone who is hostile or discriminatory towards Jews. In other words,
anyone who is critical of Jewish behaviour. The Old Testament prophets were anti-Semitic
as were the NT writers. The apostle Paul says; “Who killed the Lord Jesus and the prophets
and also drove us out. They displease God and are hostile to all men” (1 Thess 2:15). Paul
says that his fellow countrymen are contrary (KJV) or hostile (NIB) to all men. In other
words, they hare hateful towards other ethnicities and are also murderers (according to
Paul). The apostle Paul is then most definitely classified as an Anti-Semite in fact many
Jews consider the apostle Paul and any other Jew who is critical of the Jews as a “selfhating” Jew. Using this criterion even Jesus becomes a self-hating Jew and an anti-Semite.
Anyone who wishes to discuss the rise of Anti-Semitism must also discuss the historical
manipulation that prolonged WW1 (thereby increasing the death toll) in order to push the
agenda of the Balfour Declaration. They must discuss the role of the Jews in the Communist
Revolution and in the Holodomor. They must discuss the role of the Jews in intellectual
Jewish movements such as the Frankfurt school that introduced the very divisive and
ruinous “cultural Marxism” identity politics into the West. They should also discuss the role
of the neoconservatives (Jews) who destroyed the Middle East (war in Iraq rise of ISIS etc)
and who are intent on instigating yet another war with Iran. They should discuss the
motives of Jews (like the billionaire George Sorros) who promote “open society” NGO’s –
who cause destabilisation of the West through mass immigration and “diversity” (LGBTQ).
They should discuss those Jewish Zionists (such as the billionaire Sheldon Adelson) who
support Trump. They should discuss the Jewish Epstein, a Mossad agent that compromised
the highest echelons of British and American politics. They should discuss Jewish control of
the media, Hollywood, academia and finance. They should discuss the Rothschilds with an
estimated wealth of 500 trillion; a Jewish family that funded many of the wars and

revolutions over the last centuries. They should discuss that the financial system is about to
be collapsed in order to introduce a new monetary system (666) making everyone a debt
slave. They should discuss that Australia is about to be dragged into another Middle East
war (announced today); “Deescalating tensions (LOL) in the gulf by sending more warships
in order to maintain the “global order” (walking away from a nuclear treaty) and the “rule
of law” (piracy of ships by the UK)”. They are nothing but bullies and warmongering
puppets of Zionist Israel. (Friends of Israel but are they friends of GOD???)

It is true that Anti-Semitism is on the rise. That is because they have overplayed the “victim
card” and people are starting to wake up. Israel is the Great Harlot who controls the
nations. Her propaganda and control are immense but is starting to crumble.

It is enough. Jesus looks for Israelites in whom there is no Jacob (guile/deception). Jews,
who recognise his messiahship (like Nathaniel did). Not for Jews who want to build their
own kingdom (Yinon plan), Jews who oppress their neighbours, Jews who deceive the
nations to fight their wars, Jews who want to own the world and still reject Jesus as the
messiah.

Just as the Jews turned many Christians back to Judaism (like a dog to vomit) in the first
century so also at the end they have convinced many “Christian-Zionists” that they worship
the same God, they say that they are Jews but they belong to the Synagogue of Satan (Rev
2:9).
The problem with many Christian-Zionists is that they are “unteachable” and completely
blinkered. They are sleep walking into disaster…. into becoming “beast worshippers” all the
while fooling themselves that they support “God’s people”;

“The prophets prophesy falsely, and the priests bear rule by their means; and my
people love to have it so: and what will ye do in the end thereof?” (Jer 5:31)

If being critical of the Jews makes one an Anti-Semite then I am proud to stand alongside all
the prophets, alongside the apostle Paul and alongside Jesus to add my voice to theirs.

